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Hoians

Florida's
Oldest College

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

LAYEfiS HEAR
nfl. BURNHAM
SPEAK SUNDAY
[started As Theatre Usher In
New York; Rose To
Manager
f: SPOKE ON

BERNHARDT

J-Roliins Players Serve Tea To
l\
Freshmen

Organ Vesper
Services
will be held for the following consecutive Friday afternoons at 5:15 o'clock; November 26th, December 3rd,
and December 10th. The
program for this week is as
follows:
Comes Autumn Time
Sowerby
The Thrush
Kinder
Ronde Francaise
Boellman
Londonderry Air (Old
Irish)
Orem
Leave Me, Loathsome
Light, Handel
William Page, baritone
Accompanied by Emelie
Dougherty
Viennese
Godowsky
Rejoice, ye Pure in Heart
Diggle
On Thursday, December
16th, there will be a Christmas Carol Service.

"i*! "Sarah Bernhardt was tempera^''inental", said Charles Burnham,
y?one-time theatrical worker, to the
m^Rollins Players at a tea given by
"eltjlthem Sunday for the Freshman
'UiPlayers in the Green Room of the
Annie Russell Theatre.
55, Mr. Burnham has been engaged
^ in theatrical work longer than any
J, other man living in the United
jjjStates today. Mr. Burnham started as an usher in Augustine Daly's
'Theatre in New York. By gradual
"stages he worked himself up to
manager. At different times in Spoke on "The Cross—An
^'ilhis career he has managed the Star
Empty Thing"
^Theatre, the Fifth Avenue, Wal'^^lick's Pike's Opera House, the
JACKSONVILLE
PASTOR
Globe Theatre in Boston, and many
s^thers. Several years ago he reThe sermon in the Knowles Metired and now spends most of his
morial Chapel last Sunday was
winters in Winter Park.
given by Reverend Albert J. KissHis anecdotes about the great
ling, D. D., pastor of the Rivertheatrical figures of the close of
side Presbyterian Church of Jackthe last century and the beginning
sonville. This church will be host
of this are apparently limitless.
to the Choir and other Rollins stuHis audience would willingly have
dents when the Chapel service is
listened for hours.
presented in Jacksonville on DeMr. Burnham stresses the neceshor 5th. Doctor Kissling presity of finding oneself in one's work.
ed a very thoughtful talk on
However one must be sure he is
subject "The Cross—an Empty
right in his choice before he goes Thing," using as a text Paul's
ahead.
words, "I will not speak the gosJoseph Jefferson, who will al- pel with fine language lest I seem
ways be remembered for his por- to make the Cross an empty thing."
trayal of Rip Van Winkle, came of
Mr, Kissling pointed out that toa long line of distinguished actors.
However his father never made a day it has come to be the fashion
great success of his life. He tried and the custom to wear the cross.
to do too many things and failed The jewelers have sold in the past
to concentrate on perfecting any two months more crosses than they
have sold in the past twenty years.
one of them.
Why this interest in the Cross ?
It is hard to surmount all the Do we we arthem because of faith,
difficulties of the theatrical pro- of because of a fad ? Has the
(Continued on Page 2, col. 6)
Cross become an empty thing, that
it becomes the whim of fashion ?
The historical story is simple
id brief. Christ, simply an idealist, who came face too face with
the bludgeons of opposition and
went down before that opposition.
But is it simply a fact of history?
Was He just a dreamer who dreami a dream too great for this
Is Distributed Among Alumni^ orld?
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
Friends of College

KISSLIi GIVES

C O i S OFF PRESS

DR. GROVER IS EDITOR
The No. 1 issue of Volume XI of
the Rollins Record, which h i s just
come from the press, in another interesting and newsy number in the
life of this important periodical,
The Rollins Record, which is published in a pocket-size edition
four months during the academic
year, is distributed among 3,000
alumni and 6,000 friends of the
college in all parts of the country.
The current issue, which is dated November, 1937, contains a page
of "memos," a page reproducing
the Student Matriculation Oath, a
two-page abstract of a recent address given by President Hamilton
Holt, a reference of Rol'ins 53rd
year, a description of the new Union Catalogue of Floridiana established at Rollins College, an article
dealing with Rollins as an outdoor
college, and an announcement of
the productions planned by the Rollins Student Players.
Dr. Edwin 0. Grover, professor
of books, has been editor-in-chief
of the Rollins Record during most
of the years since it was established ten years ago.
And the
editorship of the Record is no mean
task. He has to write most of the
<=opy> plan its make-up, and select
items which will be of interest to
most of the 9,000 readers on the
mailing list. A review of the Rollins Record during the past ten
years will show that Dr. Grover
nas been outstandingly successful
in making this publication not only
highly readable, but valuable as
a source of information about the
progress of Kollins.

andspur
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BOOKS GIVEN
TO ROLLINS
IS WIFE OF TRUSTEE
Collection of Books Contains
Valuable Art Works

The art books in the Leonard
collection will be turned over to
the Art Studio for the use of art
students.

Byron W. Skillin, chairman of
the group, has presented the plan
in a pamphlet. His idea is not at
all involved. Tariff barriers, interest, inflation, and the depression have made payment of the
debt almost impossible. Mr. Skillin believes that the European
debtor nations should not be required to make a cash settlement.
The United States made the loan
^oods. He urges first that it
•kable settlement of the whole
debt question be made, and that
scholarship plan be incorporated as part of the settlement.
If the plan works out, it will
ean that as many as 8,000 Am•ican undergraduates, post-graduates and teachers can go to
Europe annually to study in one
of the debtor nations. And this
where the peace work comes
Foreign countries are always

hospitable to students. The stud
ents go to live with families it
the towns or cities in which they
are studying. Naturally, they
make friends of the families and
absorb the ideas, thoughts a n d
modes of living of these new comrades.
They realize that the
country in which they are living
is made up of individuals just as
their own is, and that these individuals hate war too. Every time
a friendship is formed between
two students of different countries,
the possibilities of war decreases.

Considered One Of Europe's
Best Historians
Prince Hubertus zu Loewentsein,
an international authority on the
contemporary history of Central
Europe, will arrive at Rollins on
the 27th or 28th of this month.
Prince Hurbertus, while at Rollins,
will address the student body, give
lectures before classes and hold
conference groups with the students during the last three weeks
of the fall term. He is in the
United States as Visiting Carnegie
Professor from the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
adn is lecturing before only three
colleges, the other two being
Swarthmore, where he has finished,
and the University of Virginia.
"Having been in Spain in the
trenches of the Aragonese Front,
I feel that I have also some material about the concrete struggle
between Fascism and Democracy
in present day Europe," wrote
Prince Hubertus in a recent letter
to Dean Anderson.
During the
summer he made a tour of Spain
to inspect conditions from the Catholic point of view.
Prince zu Loewenstein is considered one of Europe's most brilliant
young historians. He is but thirty-one years of age and has studied
not only at Munich, Geneva and
Berlin but holds his doctor's degree from Hamburg. He has been
active in polititcs as a member of
the Catholic Centre Party and was
an organizer of Republican Youth
in Germany. He is a member of
the Reichsbanner Black-Red-Gold
and is founder and secretary general of the American Guild for
German Cultural Freedom. Experienced as a journalist, Prince
Hubertus wrote editorials for the
Berliner Tageblatt and the Vossische Zietung. He has contributed
to several English publications
and has written two books. The
Tragedy of a Nation and After Hitler's Fall; Germany's Coming
Reich.

Melcher, Cole Are In Charge
Of Program
Rollins College will be host to
the members of the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs at a oneday Institute on Monday, Decem
ber 13, to discuss "Technique ir
Making Our Democracy Work," i\
was announced today.
The meeting at Rollins is ont
of a series of one-day institutes to
be held at the several institutions
of high learning in Florida. Similar meetings have been held in
former years at the University of
Florida and the Florida State College for Women.
Gives Talk On Experience In Officials of Rollins College will
arrange the program and conduct
Research Laboratory
the meetings of the Institute. Althe Institute is open parMEMBERS GIVEN KEYS though
ticularly to the members of the
Florida Federation of Women's
Zeta Alpha Epsilon, the honor- Clubs who live in this vicinity, the
ary science fraternity, held a meet- sessions will be open also to the
ing on November 19 in Knowles members of all other women's orLewis Wallace was the ganizations.
Hall, • of the evening, giving a
Institutes at other educational
speake: of his experiences during institutions in the state this year
the past summer as assistant at will be devoted to a discussion of
the research laboratories of Ar- the same topic, it is announced. The
thur D. Little, Inc. in Boston, Mas- purpose of the series of Institutes
sachusetts.
is to help clubwomen of the state,
through education, "to deal with
The following students, who questions of the day and to be betquipped for their duties of
were elected to the organization
last year, received their keys: John citizenship," according to a stateFluno, George Wadell, Lewis Wal- ment by the Federation.
lace, William Twitchwell, Sarah
The principal speaker at the RolDean and Marion Galbraith. Keys lins Institute, it is announced, will
were also issued to Violet Half- be Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein,
penny and Robert Spur, who were exiled German nobleman who will
unable to be present at Friday's be at Rollins for three week as visiting Carnegie Professor from the
meeting.
Lewis Wallace was elected presi- Carnegie Endowment for Internadent of Zeta Alpha Epsilon and tional Peace. One of Europe's
Marion Galbraith was chosen as most brilliant young historians,
ce Hubertus has had a remarkCorresponding Secretary.
Membership in Zeta Alpha Ep- able career in education and polisilon is open to Science Majors in tics.
Dr. William Melcher, professor
the Upper Division who attain a
high scholastic record, to the of business administration at Rols, and Dr. Helen W. Cole, formscience faculty, and to Rollins
professor of the classics at Rolalumni who make any noteworthy
s, now chairman of the comcontribution to the field of ;
mittee on international relations
The purpose of the frater
to encourage scientific achievement I for the Winter Park Woman's Club,
on the campus and to promote the are in charge of the program
general.
' rangements for the Institute.

Framed by the shipyard structure, the U. S. S. Wichita, last
heavy cruisers built under the limitations of the London
treaty, is shown as it slipped into the Delaware river after
launched at Philadelphia, Pa. The new warship carries a
battery of eight-inch guns.

of 18
naval
being
main

Headlines WALLACE HEADS
E
By FRED LIBERMAN

Statesmanship
Cordell Hull, America's energetic
Secretary of State has again begun negotiations for a reciprocal
trade treaty; this time the other
party is none other than Great
Britain. Surely, here is one of
most successful attempts of
Mr. Hull's policy.
1 the surface, it appears that
the significance of the treaty is
to be found solely in its bearing
on the diplomatic relations between the two greatest democracies in the world, but this is not
fact.
There is another side to the tale
of reciprocal trade treaties engineered by our white-haired Secretary; these treaties are a constructitve force in the expansion of
American industry. They form
the soundest policy of our present
administration in aiding busiA year ago, your columnist
called Mr. Hull a practical idealist. Now, with the long economic
battle between the United States
and Great Britain drawing to its
close, we can safely reiterate that
statement without hesitating.
Treaties such as these, which
destroy the artificial trade barriers, increase production and expand our markets. This type of
statesmanship has done more in
the past fouc years to increase
our national wealth than most of
the reform measures passed by
the New Deal Congress.
Viscount Cecil
A great many people we
prised last week to learn that the
Nobel Peace Prize for 1937
awarded to an English nobleman.
Viscount Cecil of Chelwood.

International Settlement Scholorship
Plan And Its Sponsors Are Discussed
In times like the present, when
new threats of war flood our newspapers almost daily, it is gratifying to know that there are sc
many peace organizations working to stave off the ominous
probability. One of the most
recent and interesting of t h e s e
organizations is the group sponsoring the International Settlement Scholarship Plan. It is
unique in that it seeks to remove
one of the most imposing obstacles in the path of world peace—
the great war debt owed to the
United States by various European
nations.

IS CARNEGIE PROFESSOR

LOEWENSTEIN TO SPEAK

Dr. Holt said that the painting,
one of the most valuable to be
given to Rollins, will be hung in
a building to be selected by Miss
Virginia Roble, interior decorator
for the College, and assistant professor of art.

Mrs.
Leonard inherited t h e
painting "Orchids a n d White
Leopards" about ten years ago
and had kept it ever since in her
home in Westport, Conn.
In addition to the gift of the
painting, Mrs. Leonard has presented to the Rollins Library a
book collection of 118 volumes,
including many valuable works or
art as well as bound volumes oi
magazines and government documents. One of the most valuable
in the collection is a volume oJ
twenty original American etchings
published in a limited edition ir
1885. Included also is an 11-volume government report of an exploration and surveys made from
the Mississippi River to the Pacific in 1855, and the five bound
volumes of Putnam's Magazine
1853.

To Give Lectures And Hold
Conferences During Last
Three Weeks Of Term

Fla. Federation Of Women's
Clubs To Meet
Here

Mrs. Edgar C. Leonard, of Westport, Conn., and Winter Park,
wife of a trustee of Rollins College, has presented to Rollins an
original painting, "Orchids and
I White Leopards," by the late
[ Frederick Stuart Church, President
I Hamilton Holt has announced.

At present a visitor to the
United States, Lord Cecil seldom
crashes the headlines of the American press. His selection however, was popular in diplomatic
circles, for Cecil is one of the
founders of the League of Nations
a leading advocate of disament.
he former
British cabinet
member heard of the Nobel committee's choice ten minutes before
•as awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at Columbia University in New York.
What little success the League
of Nations has achieved during
the past two decades can he largely attributed to the fine work of
Lord Cecil. Many men would have
been beaten by the odds that faced
Cecil in his attempt to restore
justice in place of force. His courearned for him the Nobel
prize; he doubtless more than derves it.

But to return to the mechanism
of the idea. The students would,
if possible, travel on the steamship
lines of the country to which they
were going. The entire amount
of their scholarships would be issued in the currency of that country, and would be spent wholly
within the country or its commercial jurisdiction. In this way the
scholarships would cause no disruption of the internal scheme of
managed currency in the country.
Though still fairly recent, the
plan has already met with the
approval of such eminent men as
Brussels
Daniel C. Roper, United States
The results of the first part of
Secretary of Commerce, Senator
Gerald P. Nye, Robert A. Milli- the Brussels Nine-Power Conferkan, Chairman of the Executive
are as disappointing as it was
Council of the California Institute anticipated they would be. There
of Technology, J. W. Studebaker,
very little co-operation among
Commissioner of Education, United
Powers and much negative
States Department of the Interior,
and William Green, President of
Italy, of course, is the most outAmerican Federation of Labor.
Continued on page 2, col. 3)

Dr. Chalmers Says That His Primary
Interest Has Always Been History
When I rang the doorbell, it
was answered by just the man I
was looking for: Dr. Thomas
Chalmers. Upon telling him that
I was from the Sandspur, he
greeted me with an outstretched
hand and keen smile, asking me
to come in. After settling ourselves in his study, I asked him
exactly what his connections were
with Rollins, what he did, a n d
why he did it. In general I just
asked him "What?" letting him
answer the question any way he
liked, and when the interview had
come to a close, I was absolutely
won over by his personality and
enthusiasm towards his work.
"I have always been interested
in human beings," he began,
"that's what history is. I have
lived with these people; the characters of history are my friends,
they are always with me. I never
lost them, because being dead
they'll never die any more. Their
death embodies them imperishably
the great canvass of the picture of humanity. They are good
and they are bad, just like all
s. None of them are wholely
good or bad, so I find that I love
them all. I suffer with them.

NUMBER 9.

PRINCE HUBERTUS
LOEWENSTEIN WILL
ARRIVE SATURDAY

BE
ENIEOTAINED
OECElEli 23

Mrs. Leonard Makes Donation
To College President Holt
Announces

F. S. Church, an American artist and etcher, was born in Grand
Rapids, Mich., in 1842. His specialties were animal and bird life,
and satirical work. One of his
best known paintings, "Moonrise,"
is in the Metropolitan Museum in
New York City, and other of his
most notable works include "The
Sea Serpent," "The Sea Princess,"
"Mad as March Hares," and "Sea
Nymph's Horse." Dr. Church died
in 1924.

Rah Rah Orlando

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Newest U. S. Cruiser Is Launched

[

The Chapel Service

laugh with them, and s e e their
tragic mistakes better than they
saw them. Their life to them was
adventure, they couldn't just see
how their adventure was coming
out. I see now what their triumphs and tragedies were to be
as they stumbled their way toward
them.
"So for forty years, more or
less, in university classrooms, pulpit, and public lecture halls, I
have gladly, willingly, talked about
these friends of mine where ever
I find an audience of two or three
individuals, or hundreds willing
to listen. That is why I went to
Europe this summer and many
times before. I have made twelve
Atlantic crossings, crossed the
North Sea three times, cruised the
Mediterranean, and crossed the
English Channel, never missing a
meal in the dining room."
Here he thoughtfully paused as
I tried unsuccessfully to stifle a
sneeze. After a brief moment of
explosion and resettling, he continued.
"The idea of these lectures in
the Annie Russell Theatre came
from Dean Anderson in his adult
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

He was born in the castle of
Schoewoerth near Kufstein in Tirol, the son of Maximilian Prince
zu Lowenstein-Wertheim-Freudenberg, Count von Loewenstein Scharffeneck, and of Constance,
youngest daughter of the late Lord
Pirbright of Pirbright, P. C, Undersecretary of
the
Colonies.
Prince Hubertus' full name is Hubertus Prince zu Loewenstein-Werthein-Freudenberg,
Count
von
Loewenstein-Scharffeneck.
Two all-college assemblies at
which the Prince will address the
student body have been planned.
On Wednesday, December 1, a t
11:20 he will speak at the Annie
Russell Theater on "War or Peace
in Europe ? The Role of the U. S.
—as a European sees it." At
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

Thanksgiving Chapel
Address Given By
Dean C. A. Campbell
The annual Thanksgiving ;
took place today at 11:30 a. m. in
the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
The main address, entitled "The
Translations of Thanksgiving" was
given by Dean C. A. Campbell,
Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel.
George Waddell read "The First
Thanksgiving Proclamation" by
George Washington.
The Invocation was, given by
Bud Howland and the Scripture
Reading by Mrs. George Holt.
The program of music as presented by Herman Siewart and the
A Capella Choir was as follows:
Prelude—"Romanya"—Glinka.
Processional Hymn—"Lead On,
0 King Eternal."
Anthem—"The Heavens Are
Telling"—Haydn.
Solo by Miss Hagopian — "Inflammatus Est."
Hymn—"Harvest Home."
Recessional Hymn—"Fling Out
the Banner."

THE

TWO

IRKEIING CLASS
SEES CHAIN STORE
T w e n t y S t u d e n t s Visit S t o r e
In O r l a n d o
IS MELCHER'S

CLASS

COLLEGE MAIL NOTICE
Especially for Off-Campus
Students
All Administrative notices
and memoranda will be sent
through the College Post
Office and not through the
government mail, therefore
it is the responsibility of
each student at Rollins to
call at least once daily at
the College Post Office in
Pinehurst for mail. Offcampus students s h o u l d
make arrangements immediately with Mr. Averill, the
College Postmaster, to secure their mail at Pinehurst.

Dr. Melcher's class in Marketing, numbering some 20 students,
visited Sears, Roebuck, and Co. in
Orlando, Wednesday, November
17, for the purpose of studying
the Sears' method of merchandising goods.
The manager of the store, Mr.
Walter McJordan, first explained
the use and the position of the
mail order houses in the system.
These are supplemented by a
group of stockrooms, from which
the smaller stores draw their (Continued from page 1, col. 6)
supply. The system used by
Sears' seems to run more along ducation courses three years ago.
the line used by the independent I had quit my winter courses in
store rather than the true chain Boston University and "was loafing
store.
Florida, The interest in my
The store in Orlando orders talks here at Rollins had run inmost of their supplies direct from finitely beyond my expectations.
Atlanta and Philadelphia. Unlike In Boston University where t h e
most chain stores, Sears' does not classes were fixed and could hardplace such heavy restrictions upon ly number more than one hundred,
its managers. He is allowed freey students had to take my lecdom in the arranging and hand- tures whether they liked them or
ling of his own store.
not. The discovery that hundreds
The mai lorder business, which of mature, educated, scholarly citiwas Sears' start in the retail zens and tourists in Winter Park
world, still figures in to a large were willing to turn out on Monpercentage of his total business. day morning to listen to dry as
The farm income of America is dust history was a gratifying revethe backbone of the mail order lation. In addition, I had the unbusiness.
speakable privilege, last year,
Sears has been one of the few winter and spring terms, to get
chain companies to try and cor- right down to classroom work
rect the impression that the chains again with young and hungry
take everything out of the com- students at Rollins. It was a
munity. They have a definite chance to try the Rollins system
policy of taking part in the civic and I liked it immensely. I am
life and interest of the community looking forward to it again this
in which their store is located, winter,"
thereby building up the human
During a pause I ventured to
element in dealing with their cusk if he was a history major
tomers.
while in college.
"No," came the decisive reply.
They have taken over factories
in the past few years in order to My first history instructor was
manufacture their own products, my Scottish father who had come
such as paints, radios, and wood- to America as a boy. He brought
working. A laboratory has been up his family in Michigan as a
set up in Chicago where they farmer and justice of the peace.
spend at least $100,000 per year His library was full of history
in research work.
biography, Webster's UnThis company was one of the abridged Dictionary, and Chamfirs:, to accept the NRA, and al; Encyclopedia. The district
thou<7h that has passed out of ex- school was built on a corner of
istPKce as a law, they still keep his land and still bears his name. I
*\r-''.: own policy on the restricnever much use on the farm
tion of hours, and the payment but I do think I read every word
of wages. Most of their employees
that library. As a student at
work 48 hours per week, and this
rvard, Marburg, Germany, and
time is figured in a staggered sysAndrews, Scotland, I thought
tem of work.
/as more interested in PhilosoMr. Martin of the credit de- phy, Literature, and Theology, for
partment of the Orlando store exas headed for the Ministry,
plained the system or the policies but I know now that history was
which they follow in extending my dominant interest.
credit to customers. Most of their
"I realized the change after
credit is given in accordance to about ten years in the Congregaa time payment plan. Their poli- tional ministry. I discovered that
cy is flexible enough to allow the bulk of my preaching was on
credit to a good many people, but
philosophy of history and
at the same time their credit events in the personalities in hislosses represent only a small frac- tory. It was then I went into
tion of actual credit allowed.
academic work."
Mr. Parker, head of the adverDr. Chalmers has now been in
tising department, explained his academic work for twenty years.
methods of putting Sears' goods He has done two winter courses
out where people would see it and
Adult Education. His course
want it. Each advertising mana- this year will be held in the Annie
ger of the individual stores is Russell Theatre every Monday
allowed a great deal of freedom morning at eleven o'clock starting
the selection of advertising. January third.

Dr. Chalmers Says
He Is Interested In
History Primarily

MALLORY
HATS
Showerproofed by "Crorcnetle"

"With the approach of Thank:
giving, probably a story of that
day would be most appropriate
Twenty years ago the Rollins foot
ball team was but a forecasting
shadow of its present sel:
was granted no subsidy by the
college, and could therefore play
games with only neighboring colleges and high schools. Even at
that time however, ther.
games scheduled with Stetson and
the University of Florida.
"On this Thanksgiving Day,
twenty years ago, we went to
Bradentown
(present
training
quarters of the St. Louis Cardi
nals) to play a post-seasonal
game, and of course we took all
of our twenty-four players. In
order to get from Winter Park to
Bradentown we had to first take
the train to Tampa from whence
we took a boat to our destination.
"The game was a good one and,
to climax the evening, the school
held a dance in our honor. Owing
to the personal expenses which
were involved in the trip we decided to start back that night to
have the price of lodging, so we
chartered a forty-foot launch to
take us back as far as Tampa.
"The launch was typical of the
day, small fore and aft decks with
a canopied passenger deck in the
center. Although I cannot state
the exact capacity of the cubbyhole, it is plain to see that our
numbers far exceeded it. Feeling
thoroughly tired I took a life preer to use as a pillow and went
out onto the rear deck to get such
sleep as space and quiet would
With curiosity which typifi
students they questioned thi
per as to the amount of g
which he carried in the boat.
When they received his answer
it was to the excess of two
hundred gallons they immediately
set upon contemplating the reaction if this amount of gas were to
catch on fire. I dropped off to

Headlines
(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

For Sale $3.60 New Mackinaw

See Mrs. Cass at Carnegie
Desk

as usual

CREAM
STOWAWAY" Ahoy] is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

T h i s is the liglitwcislit lial that
packs a walloping style punch.
H e r e in the newest Fall colors
a n d tone b l e n d mixtures. Five
dollars.

R. C. BAKER, INC

Registration for the Winter
Term
REGISTRATION FOR THE
WINTER TERM will take
place before the Christmas
Vacation. Students who are
going to make changes in
either winter or spring term
schedules are advised to attend to this at once, as
classes are likely to be overregistered if they wait until
the registration period.

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
WEDNESD.W. XOVE.MBER 24
8:00 P. M. ' R O L U X S ON THE .\IR". "When Uncoln Came to Pii^.
burph". Students in Speech Department. WDBO.
8:15 P.M. FOOTB.\LL G.\ME. Newberry vs. Rollins. Leesburg.

"How long I had been asleep I
did not know but I was awakened
by a terrific explosion which shook
THURSD.VY. NOVEMBER 25—TII.\NKSGIV1NC. UOLID.W
the boat from stem to stern.
Smothering my own impulses to
FRID.W. XO'V'E.MBER 26
leap overboard I leaped up and
6:15 P.M. ORG.\N VESPERS. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
grabbed the edge of the canopy
and as the boys tried to rush out
SATURDAY, NOVE.MBER 27
on the rear deck to jump over8:00 P. M. "ROLUNS ON THE AIR". Spe;
board I kicked them in the stomMiss Weber. Soloiit^
achs thus pushing them back under
Miss Moore. WDBO.
the canopy. Their excitement was
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 28
short-lived and we soon began to
take attendance (cutting classes
9:45 A.M. MORNING MEDITATION. Rev. Victor B. Chicoint,
(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
out in the middle of the bay is a
speaker. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
serious matter) which revealed
the same time and place on WedTUESDAY. NOVEMBER 30
I
that there were fourteen missing.
nesday, December 8, his topic
of Rollins Christmas Fund. FnncM
7:30 P. M. Meeting of Can
"Throughout the entire convul- discussion will be "The Struggle
Chapel.
sion of the boat and the aftermath Between Fascism and Democracy
8:15 P.M. GERMAN CLUB MEETING Home of Dr. Feuerstein.
of confusion the boat had not in Modern-Day Europe."
During the D period on Tuesstopped so we were now more
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 1—Observatory Open House
than three miles from the scene days and Fridays it is expected
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1
of the disaster. We went back to that Prince Hubertus will hold discussion groups for interested stupick up the refugees who were
dents. Those desiring to attend 11:20 A.M. All—College—Prince Hubertus zu Lowenstein, visitinj
soon found and easily distinCarnegie
Professor. Subject: "War or Peace in Europe'
these meetings should leave their
guished in the midst of the phosThe Role of the U. S. A.—as a European Sees It."
names at Dean Anderson's office.
phorescent spray which thei:
The International Relations Club
aquatic struggles caused.
W( has invited him to discuss "Dr.
n took the roll and soon dis Gustav Stresemann's Conception
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
covered that one of our number of a Peaceful Europe" at one of
CONCERTS
s still missing. When we tried their meetings to be held at PresiA special price of $2.00
start the boat again we found dent Holt's home at 8:15 on Thursfor the four Symphony Oradded difficulty in the fact that day, December 2.
chestra Concerts (or 50c a
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
the boat would move in reverse
Other subjects on which Prince
concert) is available to studonly. Using the boat in this Hubertus is expected to speak are fossion. An actor's ability to repents and members of the
ner was downheartening in its "Modern Gei-man Education 1900- resent a passion is inborn. Ont
faculty staff by calling at
slowness for it was well known 1933," "German Youth Movement cannot learn it. If you have this
the Information Desk in Carto all of us that the unfound before the War," "Influence and innate gift and receive proper trainnegie Hall.
gee was unable to swim. Position of Universities and Stu- ing) your chances of succeeding in
Soon, however, we saw again the dents in German History, especial- the theatre are increased.
distiinguishing
phosphorescent ly in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
r. Burnham's work in the thea- some interesting details of the capray and tried to reach the boy. Centuries," "Modern Gerntan Lit- tre brought him in contact with the reers of Annie Russell, Adelaide
t was an impossible maneuver erature," "Personal Development: people who made theatrical history, Neilson, and Charlotte Cushman.
for the boat either slid by or fell From Feudalism to Democracy,"
recalled Edwin Booth and his When Annie Russell made her first
short of the point every time. "The Philosophical Foundation of brother John Wilkes Booth. Though appearance on the stage, most
Despairing at last, I decided to the Totalitarian State, Hegel and they were the children of one of of the great actresses were lar^
swim for him but, as I was poised His Disciples," "The Catholic the great tragedians of his day, in figure and voice. Miss RusseU
for the dive, I was pulled back and Principle of Democracy," "Outlines the Booth boys' childhood ambition brought mildness and an ability
two of the team went to the res- of a Social, Political and Cultural was to become negro minstrels. to dominate a play by tho quieL
u
Oppressed by the cold of the Reconstruction of Germany and One night while on tour, Edwin's power of her acting.
evening the boy had worn two Europe" (n the basis of his book, father became ill. Although the
sweaters and a raincoat which "After Hitler's Fall"), and Ma- boy was not yet eighteen, he stephad bulged out and held enough saryk and Benes — Statesmen of ped into his father's role and play;o support him in the water." Europe." Before meetings of the ed it without mistake.
State Women's Clubs which
After his brother assassinated
The Student Publication Union
assembling here Prince Hubertus President Lincoln, no one in the
will discuss "Principal differences theatre would mention his name to held a meeting on Friday Nov. 19
between the Legislations of Demo Edwin. This was an unwritten in Professor Wattles' classroom,
cratic and Totalitarian States" and law. Once Mr. Burnham, who was The purpose of the meeting was
"War or Peace in Europe?
writing an article at the time and for the discussion of the finances
Role of the U. S. A.—As a Euro- needed the information, asked Mr. of the various campus publications
There isn't any real "red menpean sees it."
Booth if his brother were buried in and the budgets for each. It was
ace" in American colleges. The
While here Princo Hubertus will the family burial plot in Baltimore. found necessary to reduce expendifew "campus orators' who expound
tures for the present year.
Communistic doctrines are merely probably be given opportunity to Edwin replied, "Yes". That is all
The student publications are givvisit points of interest in Florida. he would say.
doing it to attract attention.
en a certain amount of money eacb
Dean Anderson is in charge of his
Sarah Bernhardt although known
These were the assertions reacademic schedule, Precident Holt, as "Divine Sarah" was also known year by the Student Association
cently of Dr. James L. McSonhis social schedule. He will reside as temperamental Sarah to the to aid in publication. The remainaughy, president of Wesleyan Unider of the amount must be made
at Rollins Hall.
backstage world. Bernhardt would
versity, when he defended Ameriup from advertising.
not appear unless everything on
can students at a regional conferthe stage was as she wished it to
ence of the American Association
be.
Frequent
clashes
resulted
for
of Colleges.
Sarah's disposition was not perDr. McConaughy pleaded for
fect. Madame refused to appear
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
— Rollins Alumnus —
more aggressive action in educaonce unless there was monogramed
tional institutions for the preserReal Estate Broker
The Cross has also been made a writting paper for a scene instead
vation of American traditions.
dogma of theology a swell as a of plain paper. The curtain was
100 Park Ave.
"The young people in our col- fact of history. But this Cross held until some could be found.
leges today are good citizens," he of Christ, though covered with
During her first American tour
said. "They are patriotic and they dogma, has been the sign of the Bernhardt brought a complete
would have no part of Communism. Eternal Love for Man. It is a French retinue with her from stage
"But I want to warn you against truth of Life and of Eternity. Its manager to stage-hand. No one
strifling freedom of speech. This song was sung by the Psalmists; dared to contradict her. It was a
fundamental right of every Amstory was told by the Angels; crew of French yes-men. The on-!
erican citizen is in jeopardy. Free- Christ came and died, and if we ly person who could manage her
dom of speech must be safeguard- look to that Cross we live; if we was her American maid.
ed and it is up to the educators of look away we die.
Mr. Bumham concluded with
America to carry the torch."
The cross we carry today is the
cross of following the challenges
of beauty and wisdom and rightthe first. And we are of the eousness—the Will of God. This
opinion that the U. S. will not is the cross of doing rightly in the
November 24, 1937.
receive the necessary help from like that now is. Let us be honest and bear this Cross; let us not
tho English.
make it an empty thing.
Rollins College,
The Call to Worship was lead by
Winter Park, Fla.,
George Call and the Litany by
Edna Pearl Harmon. The lessons
were read by John Buckwalter and
Dear Rollins College Shoppers:
Margaret Bashford. The Russian
Anthem, "Bless the Lord, 0 My
If your wardrobe isn't versatile, it is because you
Soul," of Ippolitof-Ivanof, was givlack the necessary accessories. Is your evening headen by the Choir, under the direcwear complete? How up to date is your supply of
tion of Mr. Honaas.

Prince Hubertus
Loewenstein Will
Arrive Tuesday

Players Hear
Mr. Burnham
Speak Sunday

Publications Union '
Meets November 19

No Real *Red Menace'
In American Colleges

SHARKEY'S

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
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SANPSpUR

' Writer of Campus Personalities
Gets Story From Dean Enyart

;poken party; in effect she is
pinch-hitting for Japan. Denmark,
Norway and Sweden refuse to vote
criticism of Japanese aggression, but a main point of difference
in the American relations in
the Conference.
When the Conference was called
was expected that America
ould take the lead in censuring
Japan and in formulating some
sort of Far Eastern policy for the
Powers.
However, the United States not
having taken the initiative, matters are not r uch improved over
what they wer before the Powers
convened.
Anglo-Amer:
teamwork is
the key word
the Conference.
While Britain waits for the U. S.
to start the ball rolling, not much
good can come of the meetings.
The U. S., in view of her peculiar
foreign policies cannot lead the
others without constructive help
from her English speaking friend,
Great Britain.
"Is this ice cream pure?"
"As pure as the girl of your
Unless this is the case the secdreams."
ond part of the Brussels Confer"Gimme a package of chewing ence will fare no better than did
gum."
—The Wooden Horse

Blazer, Bright Blue, All Wool

ROLLINS

Kissling Gives
Sermon Sunday

FALL TERM CLASSES
WILL END at 12:10 P. M.,
Friday, December 17.

will serve a
most elaborate

SAVE
As Much

Thanksgiving
Dinner

As

7rt
USE OUR

Cash & Carry
Service
WINTER PARK
BRANCH
Orlandu Steam Laundry
Kronch Dry (Meancrs
)8 M P»rk Ave.
Phone 418

RAY GREENE

the gay scarfs that all college girls adore? And how
are you going to keep your hands warm ?

DICKSON-IVES, of course, has all the necessary
ingredients for a chic ensemble. Their scarfs may
not have Rollins scrawled across them, but they are
very colorful and collegiate. If you love Florida, why
not boost it when you go north by wearing a scarf
decorated with a map of the ole' peninsula.
For evening wear DICKSON-IVES has a grand collection of tiaras and pompoms with captivating veils.
This is the head gearthat is sure to make the wearer
the most entrancing person at the dance. Your hands
express your personality, so protect them from the
chill breezes with smart gloves ranging from chic
evening styles to stunning daytime fashions. All the
enhancing accessories to complete your ensemble are
found on the first floor of DICKSON-IVES.
A Rollins College Shopper.
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Marguerite Smith Discusses Bounteous 1937 Harvest Gives America Reporter Interviews Doctor
American School In Mexico Cause for Most Sincere Thanksgiving Osborn, Zoology Professor
DUMPER crops load America's
Since I came to Rollins, I find that the chief question on everybody's
1937 Thanksgiving table.
mind when I am introduced is, "why do you speak English so well
"The harvests of our fields
when you ve lived in Mexico all your life?" I may say sincerely that have been abundant . . . " PresI owe this chiefly to the American School Foundation in Mexico
ident Roosevelt declared in ids
In 1918, for the first time,
annual proclamation, voicing the
thanks of a grateful nation, for
large number of Americans had
any corresponding higher grades Natiu-e's generous gifts. For the
made their homes in Mexico City,
in any Mexican school and is also 1937 harvest brings to a close a
and the problem soon came u]
granted the same recognition if he long period of drouth and scarto where to send their children for
transfers to a school in the United ,city, of low prices and depresan American education. They got
States.
together and every American did
Past are trying years of fruitThe American School was t h e
his part, the result being a lovely
less toil, when dust storms swepi
building which was called the Am- first in Mexico to take a real
terest in sports, and it is through western fields, when seemingl>
erican School.
endless heat and rainless day:^
its influence and enthusiasm that
They employed teachers from the other schools took up sports. Now scorched crops, when grasshoppers descended upon verdani
United States with great success. other schools constantly play our acres, leaving them desolate.
So many American children at- school, at the same time making
Today agriculture points to an
tended, and English was so fluent. friends with the Americans. Twice all-time record cotton crop ol
ly spoken that pretty soon Mexi- the school has had international 18.243,000 bales; to a two and
can parents who wished their chil- high school football games
a half billion bushel corn crop,
dren to learn English would send Mexico and two of the teams have largest since 1932, and to a
wheat yield of 886,895.000 bushthem there.
come up to the United States
els, greatest since 1931. Tobacco
This was almost twenty years play in competition with teams growers set a six-year record
ago.
Since then, the school has here.
with a crop of 1,485,148,000
constantly grown. It was not long
Just before I left, the American pounds.
before they had a junior high High School football team beat
Bounteous yields of othei
school and two years later, a sen- Laredo High 28-0. It was also grains, vegetables and fruits
ior high school department. A the American School Foundation complete the great 1937 harvest.
large auditorium was completed which encouraged the University
in 1929. Class rooms and labora- of Mexcio to compete in football 'FHREE centuries ago the Pilgrim Fathers knelt to give
tories have been newly equipped with Berkely and the University
and playground equipment has of California. The school has thanks for the fruit of their labors, in a new land. They had
been purchased and installed.
about one thousand students, every overcome the hardships of the
In 1932, this institution became one of whom speaks English.
first year in a wild country. They
a member of the Southern Assohad made friends with neighbor—Marguerite Smith.
ing savages. Peace and plenty,
ciation of Colleges and Secondary
won through their own tireless
Schools of the United States. The
efforts, was their reward.
body is a division of the National
In happiness and contentment
Education Association, hence the
they feasted, sharing their prodmembership guarantees recogniucts with savage friends, confition for the students and gradudent of greater harvests in the
ates of this school, from any high
future, yet grateful for any yield,
school or institution of higher
all.
leamng in the United States.
The association sends inspectors
at regular two year intervals to
Despite a knowledge which
visit the school, thereby bringing
ould lead us to think to the conit into direct contact with the trary, it is still with a certain
larger groups and their work.
ount of knee shaking and fingerThis school is now fully affiliat- nail biting that we nervously aped with the Mexican Board of proach the Dean. We may even
Education. The creation of the have qualms when we meet him
an unofficial capacity^ Few
department known as the SecunTo Last Three Days Instead
daria was done in accordance with students have not at some time or
Of T w o
the government standards so that other contributed to t h e wear
now any student who graduates which the floor of his office
ividly displays and, in m o s t
from there is qualified to enter
IS F O R H I G H
SCHOOLS
s, repetition of the visit is
voluntary.
Before the World War Dr. EnPlans for the coming Music Fesyart was Dean of the College but tival, which will be held here April
low finds pleasure in dealing 1 and 2, were made by Mr. Dolline personally with the students
Miss Booth, and Mr. Honaas
he somewhat different capaci- Saturday afternoon.
ty of Professor of Economics and
The first meeting of the Rollins Dean of Men.
This year, contrary to custom,
Flying Club will be held a week
the Festival is to last for three
from today, Wednesday, December
days instead of the ordinary two,
1. It will be held in the Speech
and will have an enlarged proStudio, starting at 7:30 p. m.
[1. There will be massed singElections for club officers will be
ing and orchestration as outward
held, and there will be a short nonmanifestations of the progress
techincal talk by Mr. Alex F.
which has been made in music by
Knothe. Plans for future meetRollins students interested in the students of our neighboring
ings will be discussed, and the ses- playing polo have formed a polo grammar and high schools in consion will be followed by a short team at the Orlando Country Club. junction with the faculty and stuground school.
It is hoped that any student who dents of Rollins. In addition, in
During the year the club plans would like to play polo will re- order that these students may reto participate in several intercol- port at the Country Club's stables ceive special attention the directors of the Festival intend to hold
legiate meets and races. It is to learn the game.
hoped that enough members have
The college might arrange for a music clinic wherein advice will
obtained their private pilots licen- the use of a big field and a few be given, and problems pertaining
to vocal and instiumental advanceses by that time to make this pos- polo ponies.
sible.
Through their president, Mr.
Oliver Wittmer, the club cordially
invites all members of the student
body, the faculty, and the deans
to attend their meetings.

CAMPUS
Personalities

MUSIC FESTIVAL
TO BE IN APRIL

Rollins Flying Club
Will Hold Meeting
In Speech Studio

Polo Team Formed
By Rollins Students

Baby Grand Theatre

FOR SALE
Studebaker Roadster in Goo<3
Condition, S50

WEDNESDAY

The First ThanksETlviiie
JiHANKSGIVING, 1937, pre*• sents a striking parallel to
that first holiday feast As the
Pilgrims weathered ocean storms,
present-day
Americans have
weathered financial crises, and
the promise of greater prosperity for farmer, for laborer, for
business man is near.
Many are the hardships ahead,
and many are the problems to
be solved, but the initial victory
has been won. The lessons of
the past will be remembered.
Control of bumper crops is a
haffling puzzle confronting the

President and Congress. Agriculture has learned that huge
siu"pluses make lower prices,
that glutted markets are as profitless as barren fields.
Labor and capital point to
greater achievements through a
just distribution of profits, better working conditions and cooperative efforts. B u s i n e s s
strives to reach normality.
In the same spirit of gratitude
America today repeats the words
of the courageous pioneers:
"For these and all Thy gifts,
let us return thanks!"

ment wili receive especial consid-

DEBATORS ATTEND

In the morning the grade school
choruses will receive the care of
the directors, and the afternoon
will be devoted to those who are
primarily interested in orchestra
work.
Prizes will be awarded among
the assembled high school students
for cello, woodwind, and brass instruments.
The directors expect this 1937
Festival, because of the broad, ambitious program which has been
announced, to far exceed the accomplishment of any previous
gathering of these groups. They
feel that the Festival will be a
great advantage to the partitcipants and to the community at
large as well.

Rollins Is One Of The Five
Colleges Represented
M ARGERYCHIND AHL WON

Margery Chindahl won first
place in the All-State extempore
speaking contest that was held at
Stetson University in Deland on
Saturday, November 20.
Five colleges were represented in
the debate and extempore speaking contests: Southern College,
Florida State University; St. Petersburgh Junior College; Stetson
Five essentials of a good date University, and Rollins College.
as listed by students of Detroit The Rollins delegates were: Howard Lyman, Margery Chindahl,
University are:
Irving Felder, Everett Farnsworth,
1. She doesn't eat much.
Herbert Hopkins, Marie Louise
2. She's good looking.
Smith, Edna Harmon, and William
3. She doesn't eat much.
Twitchell.
4. She's a good dancer.
Each student participated in
5. She doesn't eat much.

Terminating a chase that lasted for six days, I finally found Dr.
Herbert Osborn living temporarily on New England Avenue. He
lias had zoology and entomology classes during the winter term at
Rollins for four years. After graduating he taught in Iowa State
College and has been teaching in Ohio State since 1898. His course
is only for special students who wish to enter the fields of zoology
and entomology seriously, making a career in them. Many of his
students have gotten their degrees already.
"I have been coming to Florida
for many years during the winter,
since 1921, staying in many places. big job because you can find inIt was six or seven years ago that sects most anywhere. I have takI first came to Orlando because en a great many that were new to
the entomology laboratories were science, collecting them and dethere. Through Dr. Stiles I first scribing them."
At that moment I took the
arranged a connection with Rollins. My course at Rollins is taught liberty to ask him how Florida
no differently than anywhere else is for bug collecting, and also if
because it's for advanced special he found many wandering around
students; all I do is to direct them loose in Winter Park.
in their research work.
"Well," he replied, "Florida is
"I've collected insects in every quite a good place for insect colOpportunities for colstate of the United States, also lecting.
in Mexico, Hawaii, Cuba, Puerto lecting go right on through t h e
Rico and Bermuda. Finding a winter.
"I have run across two or three
new kind of insect is not such a
very successful students at Rollins who might make a good career
out of science. It hasn't been easy
three intercollegiate debates. There to find positions in that field for
was no official decision for the de- the last ten years."
bates but each student wrote comHere I asked him how often
ments on his opponents and colthey found new insects and what
leagues, and one judge, a profesbearing it had on the general
sor from one of the colleges wrote
world.
criticisms for each student on the
"We're finding new insects all
way he presented his debate, his
arguments, material, etc. These the time. There are really more
were practice debates to help both undiscovered bugs than there are
student and coach, and next week discovered.
"It has an economic bearing on
we will be able to give out the
the world, such as citrus insects.
rating of our students.
Many measures of control have
Fifteen students took part in been worked out. The latest inthe extempore speaking contest, sect which we discussed at the
the four from Rollins being: How- Florida
Entomological
Society
ard Lyman, Margery Chindahl, meeting in Gainesville was an ArEdna Harmon and Herbert Hop- gentine Weevil, which is not the
kins.
scientific name for it. It attacks
The subjects for this contest crops, but does not bother citrus
were chosen from national and in- fruits.
ternational subjects that have been
The subject of zoology and entodiscussed in the' press during the mology covers the world. Dr. Oslast six months. Three uninter- born told me as our interview came
ested persons from the community to a close. He has attended variwere selected to judge this contest. ous congresses in Europe in sciAt the next meeting of the de- entific interest of zoologry and enbate squad, Tuesday evening, 7:30 tomology. He spent one winter
in the Speech Studio plans for the in Naples working at the zoology
Dartmouth debate which will be station about forty years ago. So
held in the Annie Russell Theater, Rollins is quite lucky to have as
December 6, will be discussed, and an instructor a person of s u c h
the two debaters to represent Rol- widespread knowledge and experience.
lins will be chosen.

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business ;
Winter Park, Plione 413

a home town i
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS

THURSDAY

Is Offered

See Boyd France
1539 Glencoe Ave.

The Rollins student, boy or girl, who sells the greatest
amount of advertising for this year's Tomokan.

TUX
NEWS

Five

percent commission will be paid to anyone selling ads.
See John Lonsdale, Jr. at once for blanks and additional
information.

CONTEST STARTS NOW,
ENDS FEBRUARY 15, 1938
Single- or double-breasted tuxedos, with soft drape construction, in midnight blue or black.
Slightly longer coats with wide
lapels or silk finish grosgrain.
The new Arrow Shoreham dress
shirt has a soft bosom, soft
pleats and attached Aroset collar -— all without a speck of
starch.

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

BETTER GET BUSY
FRIDAY ONLY
"Danger—Love At Work"
With
Jack Haney—Ann Sothem

"The Fire Fly"
with Allan Jones

FOUR

THE

Beanery

Snlltna 8»aniiapur
published Weekly

SSTABLISHED IN

by Undergraduate
of Rollins.

1894

Students

WITH THE

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf snd fointed, welln^Mnded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
8S gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigation
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the
SANDSPUR.

1937
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1938

Plssocided CollGgiale Press
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Cblle6iate Digest
Member: Winter Pari' Chamber of Commerce
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
T E L E P H O N E 187

National Adevrtiging Repreaentattve;
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City

BUSINESS STAFF

The Chapel Service
Year after year young people graduate
from Rollins whose chapel attendance has
been actually or comparatively nil. What is
the reason for this? Rollins has one of the
most beautiful chapels in the country, from
the standpoint of ART, the seats were purposely made comfortable and the choirmaster strives' to make the choir more than acceptable. It is almost always falsely assumed that the underlying cause of inattendance is the attitude of acceptance-butnot-participation of the student.
It is true, however, that, in the choice of
speakers, there are two primary attractions
which are utterly disregarded as the speakers are not persons with whom the students
are well acquainted or in whom they are
interested nor are they, as a general rule,
good speakers. We are not willing to admit
that the speakers may be interesting to the
townspeople and tourists, although the concensus of opinion of this group has not been
made known. Theirs is a different drive—
CURIOSITY. Students, on the other hand,
believe that this service is made up with
the desires of the winter tourists regarded
as paramount and consequently aggression
on the part of the student group is aroused
for they thus believe themselves to be human guinea pigs which are being sacrificed
to the Almighty God of Finance.
We believe that if the speakers were
chosen from the ranks of those whose affiliations with the student body were affable,
the student attendance would be greatly
increa.sed. Our unrest centers itself solely
around the selection of .speakers who, as a
majority, come to Rollins to advertise themselves and their parishes. This in itself is
so obvious and obnoxious that it defaces the
subject for which they stand. The difference between the ordinary choice and the
special speakers is evidenced in student attenance which, in the latter case, far exceeds even the fondest hopes of the originators.
At Rollins it is sometimerf somewhat difficult to differentiate between student functions for the students when the line of demarquation has lx!en determined the difference in the number and nature of chapel
habitualrf will become pronounced.

SANDSPUR
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The Vicious Circle

STUDENT
OPINION

"An apple a day keeps the doctory away"
—but who sees to it that we get the apple?
In college we eat not so much what we want,
we eat what is set before us—or we don't
eat. Our mothers have always told us to
be good children and grow strong and healthy by eating what is prepared for us, but
they were looking out for our best interests.
We are now away from home, but we are
still at the mercy of the "what-is-set-beforeus" dictum. Before we scraped our feet for
the last time on the family door mat, we
heard of a very worthy class of people. They
are called dieticians.

Editor of the Sandspur,
Dear Sir:
We cheat at Rollins. Ahhoug:h
a moderate amount of work will
insure passing, no one who spends
a little time observing during a
test can fail to notice outright
cheating.
Papers and reports are commonly copied and handed in as
original work. Students can be
hired to write an original paper
in its entirety. Books rest in laps
during class sessions. In spite of
the fact that none of us can say,
"I had to do it. There was no
other way I could get through,"
that sort of thing goes on.
is trite and meaningless to
say that the student getting by
way is cheating only himself.
Most of us realize that, but feel
that we are loosing nothing that
want or need,
is so easy to let other activities seem more important than
tudy. When that happens studying suffers and the work must be
made up by one or another of
the forms of cribbing. The fact
that cheating goes on is passively
recognized by the serious student
who realizes that this college has
only one justification for its existence: That it gives the opportunity for study under supervision. That justification is voided
when study becomes nothing more
than a task to be escaped by cheating.
To you who say, "Oh, what's the
difference?
He's only hurting
himself," . , .
It is time to wake up, to realize
that he is hurting all of us, that
he is dragging down the very thing
that Rollins is trying to build up
—The value of the premium which
should be placed on individual effort and accomplishment.
If Rollins degrees are presented
as a reward for dishonest work the
value of the degree is lessened.
Do you, as, individual students
want your degree to mean something? . . . Then it is time that
we had more honest effort and
less cheating going into the earning of that degree.
—Student.

We heard that these dieticians' are trained
in the arts of food selection and preparation, and are doing this work with a thought
both for science and consumer satisfaction.
We heard that thes'e dieticians are employed by hospitals, sanitariums, clubs, restaurants, colleges, and other reputable organization^ providing food throughout the
country. They are employed to lessen the
task of keeping us healthy, which is a fulltime job even under the best of conditions.
Their jobs are to prepare and serve wholesome and enjoyable meals, on the understandings
that
an ounce
of
prevention is worth a pound of cure. They know
and we know, that everything from a common cold to a major sickness' can be faced
to turn one way or the other by the application of certain diets.

An eating place of low calibre does not
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the employ a dietician. They are interested soleUnited States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for ly in dollars and cents, ins'tead of dollars and
^Tvo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
sense. When given the opportunity, we avoid
such places, because we all do our best work
when not having to reach for "Turns' for
the Tummy".
We know that Rollins is a first class colEDITORIAL STAFF
lege. We are told that the Beanery is a
first class' eating establishment. We know
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but do you—that there is no registered
News Editor
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WILLIAM BINGHAM
when those in charge happen to strike the
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NAN POELLER
Society Editor
HELEN BROWN right combination. Without being properly
trained for such a job, the present "Beanery
bos'ses' have us a t their mercy. We don't
want mercy to be forced to depend on after
we graduate; we want a registered dietician
now. It would be a good advertisement for
the college, and a great favor to us. After
Edwards, Wa
Goldsmith, Lou
all, isn't Rollins known as a progressive col-
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referred to as "fruit" or "meatball" in Chicago, it doesn't mean
he looks good enough to eat. On
the contrary, them's fighting words
to the initiate for they signify
By PENGUIN PEGGY
a social washout.
"After a gentleman has been
presented to a lady," according to
There are -wheels within wheels. We don't know why, but every- an etiquette book published in
thing that anyone says this morning seems to have a point, which 1882, "he may be in doubt whethis quite unusual and a little annoying because we have to stop and er the acquaintance will prove
think. And then those wheels start. A few more rounds and we're
agreeable to her." A gentleman
going to fall off.
these days need not sufi'er such
This column is simply swimming
uncertainty if he will but acquaint
in cherry smash! You wouldn't
himself with the new language of
believe it, would you? You'll just crashed thru and won us a bet, the debs. For if a girl says,
have, to take our word for it, be^ but when the thrill of the moment
"Stop being a goon, pickle-puss,
cause we know you can't see it— passed we slipped right back into
and truck over to my diggins for
but the thing is alive with it. Any the rut. Somehow we missed the
Each year s'ome five hundred members way, most of the most important motorcade that formed in front of a powder," he will know that she
means, "Stop being bashful, darlCarnegie,
so
we
got
madder
than
of Rollins Student Body and Faculty spend things in life, can't be seen and
ing, and come over to my house j
sizable sums of money through their patron- still are believed in. Take fairies, ever and went in search of it.
As a student of Rollins College
for a drink."
When
we
did
find
it
we
discovered
we
mean
the
pixie
kind,
for
inage of Orlando merchants and dealers, thus
I have noticed a great deal of adAnd, for this week, may we ask '•
verse criticism of the last week's
directly and indirectly doing the City of Or- stance. We still believe in them that we alone were undressed or the administration why in
and always will. Every once in decorationless, and we had to
Sandspur from the administration
lando good.
chisel crepe at each slow-down. dickens they don't put cows in
and faculty.
while we get a bad nasty, such
In return for this' money which they
To provoke us more, if possible, patios ?
As a citizen of the United States
when
B
o
b
Van
Beynum
was
spend they get merchandise and services
there was a Mr. Smart Aleck right
of America I realize a sense of
which is usually of good quality. In other chosen in a Shakespeare class to in front of us, who squeezed in
freedom, freedom of criticism
take a fairy part—but we always when our back was turned, and who
words a fair exchange is made.
which, in the case of constructive
pull thru in the end.
kept stopping suddenly and zoomHowever, one would think that in return
arguments, is welcomed. If Rolfor the patronage that Orlando receives' from
there are too many ing sideways in a most uncalledlins College is less considerate of
the college, they could give a little help to people on this campus who have for fashion. He fairly shrieked
the freedom of the press and all
"Tampa" without saying a single
entirely
forgotten
all
those
fanthe school in regards to their attendance at
These are the incidents that the various institutions of freedom
word.
Miss
Barbara
Bopp
had
us
old and wouldn't be caught
the football games at Tinker Field. In remake
conservatory
life
interesting
which
we, as American citizens,
a little lavender because she had
turn for their admission fee to the game they dead in a conversation with a come into the line late and wasTo wit: Our most not-knowingest- were taught to exercise and apfairie. They think they've grown
which-end-is-up violinist forgot preciate, it is a pity for who, withwould usually see good football, making it
having
difficulties
with
our
zoomup, but that isn't it—they've just
last week he was to play a t a in the ranks of our proud people,
another fair exchange.
grown in instead of out. We think ing friend too. But she was giv- Chamber of Commerce luncheon in
does not feel our government suIn the past, the attendance of the Orlando
"growing out" school should be ing him competition. The worst Orlando, forgot to tell his acperior to all others in that it alof
the
whole
thing
was
the
rate
people at Rollins' football games has been started immediately for those very
panist same, and was not at
. They are sad, but they of speed. We crept so slowly hand when it was time to go. lows and respects the rights of
practically nil. At the Tampa game last
criticism.
The originators or the
that
the
people
walking
along
the
Saturday night there were hardly more than don't realize why.
director, after roping in a fathers of our beloved country
streets just whizzed past us.
fifty people in the stands opposite the stupianist, and looking around cor- felt that as we were to be, as indiWhat we will do is hire one of
dent cheering section. At other games, even
ose fairie guardians who used
By the time we got back to the ners and under doorsteps, gath- viduals, infinite parts of the counp his program. When the try, we sould have voice. The
on warmer evenings the attendance is' not to tell us as little children what college we couldn't take our foot
to do at the table, and who used off the clutch—it wa sfastened group reached the auditorium, we administration should feel strongly
much better.
The people of Orlando should realize that to wake us up in the morning if tight—and the charlie-horses in found our entertainees had al- for criticism, for we represent
dy eaten. We must needs play
ght leg were unspeakable.
they are not making the best of a good op- we had a tendency to oversleep,
larger components of the institufirst—"the show must go on."
and let it get to work on some of When
portunity. If they would turn out and back up
When we had done with perform- tion than the country. Further
the poor old young things around road with not
thing
to
hold
u;
should they appreciate criticism
the Rollins' football team, through admission
hen
back, we found 'e could do noth- ing, our lunch was brought
for it shows activity of the mind
fees they would be helping to swell the
n't overwork the dear ing more than jerk and jut from we were seated on the speakers —Rollins, as a school, was built
coffers' of the athletic fund to a point where
o we'll have to do this in habit. It was a madday and weplatform, directly to the left of to stimulate this quality.
intersectional games with well known East- shifts, but we'll start right now
3re right in the maddest of it. the speaker, champing o u r food
Who criticizes that of which
ern colleges could be held in Orlando. This
And now, wee willikinksi a bit directly into the mike. Needless they care nothing or in which
first group. Then we will
naturally would put Orlando in the public watch, each week, for those who
a quote we think is in order, to say our usual vociferous appethey are not interested ?
tite
was
somewhat
dimmed,
eye, and as it has been already shown Orwe are sort of cut off from the
to need the fairie's aid most
The Sandspur is not, as its name
land is' hardly reticent about appearing in of all and drop it a line about the rest of the world in this wild fully we took up a fork, gently
implies, a thorn in the flesh.
tropical mecca, this spot for we put it down—with trembling
matter.
said public eye.
—Student
hand
we
lifted
the
coffee
up—to
love on a red island.
Firstly there is Bob Kurvin.
prevent, nearly entirely, any su•"he fairie will have a hard time Quote:
perfluous sound, we grimly drank
eeping up with him at the rate
"If your girl calls you "pickleour coffee—BLACK. And so on,
of speed at which he travels, but puss," don't reach for your hat.
past the handshakes and back to
we think he needs more attention If she suddenly says, 'Take a lettho old stamping grounds. For althan anyone else this week.
stead of "I love you," don't
most insurmountable difficulties,
The Senate i.s now facing the issue of crop
Secondly there is Jean Dens- think it's all over. And if she try planning a Senior recital. The
prates
about
"powder,"
consult
the
control. Itwas decided that each side would more, who will not wear a coat, |
cellists have come to this decistemporarily put aside the filibustering
old it gets, even ] nearest wine list. That is, if you ion—since there is a certain numReverend Victor B. Chicoine,
meas'urea in regard to the Anti-lynching Bill with two housemothers to remind wish to be classified as a super- ber they both want to play, and
super by the debutantes of 1937- neither will concede to the other, pastor of the Winter Park Congreto open this important issue to debate. her every time she goes out,
Then there is Jack Fulton, and 38, whose slanguage has reached their only solution lies in flipping gational Church, will deliver the
Whether or not the anti-lynching bill has
sermon Sunday, November 28, in
been heard of in the Senate for the last time we'll just have the fairie follow the point of needing interpreta- a coin. If it rolls through a crack,
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
him around and poke him in the tion." The curret issue of Vogue neither of them will play it.
remains a problem.
ribs every once in a while to make attemnpts to render the service in
Mr. Chicoine has been in Winter
him change his expression, or even an article entitled "Debutante's
It was very gay at the Phi Beta Park the past three years and has
Dictionary."
The United States still criei^ for neutrali- maybe smile!
dinner-in-honor-of-her-patrons-an'i shown himself to be a leader in
And it will have to follow Papa
In the good old days, the lan- patronesses, Sunday night. It was the fields of religion and ethics.
ty. Senators Nye, Vandenberg, Bone and
Mr. Honaas is also the choirClark, however, are making all possible at- GooBc-ogg Kettles about and re-guage of the fan was the escort's Tved buffet style, that is everyaster of the congregational choir
mind him not to butt into other Esperanto. It's not so simple now one stood around, plate in hand,
tempts to force the President to declare that
which several of the college
people's conversations.
what with each part of the coun- cup of steaming hot coffee in the
China and Japan are at war. Need they be
Well, Saturday was quite the try having its own ideas of what other, no one being able to eat students sing.
told?
day. We knew it wasn't a usual constitutes endearing young terms. anything, therefore. The program
Saturday when it first started be- Tho answer to a maiden's prayer closed with Prexy playing and Mr,
Great Britain is ready to act alone to cause wc got up to go to classes. in Boston might sound entirely Honaas doing group singing by out the longest. The singers
That
put UM in a bad frame of different if described by a deb in hinisflf, because no one else knew
block further infringements of Chinese right
sang once, they sang again. Still
mind which steadily increased Philadelphia. In other words, an ihe words.
the pianos went on, undaunted.
by the Japanese. The extent of their prethruout the afternoon because eligible bachelor known us "yumMi.ss Moore and Mr. Daugherty Finally, with gestures of hopelessparedness and the solidarity of their public everything was too quiet and noto tho Beacon street belles
both held forth with soli classo ness and despair, the vocalists
opinion in back of this move has not been body seemed to bo around.
ight be tagged "swish" by the on Friday night. There were folded up their chants and silently
made known.
felt a little better when Harvard fiHiea of Philly. And if a man is wagers on as to who could hold went away.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

Reverend V. Chicoine
To Speak In Chapel
Sunday, November 28
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ROLLINS TAKES THRILLER FROM TAMPA TEAM, 20-18
TARS SCORE THREE
MARKERS IN FIRST
HALF; THEN FADE
Mclnnis Tallies All Rollins Markers; Tampa
Pushes
Over Three Touchdowns In Second Half
Flurry But Fall Short Of Tie
The Rollins Tars blasted across three touchdowns in the first half
and then managed to withstand a counter-barrage by Tampa tJ. Saturday night to win a thrill-packed "Little Four" struggle, 20-18,
Despite the chilling damp cold
which brought out hats and top- side-stepped his way twenty yards
coats in full force, the teams to the end zone. Gillespie's kick
hooked up in a savage battle of was wide but the Tars apparently
high powered offensive featured had a safe 13-0 lead.
by frequent sensational runs that
The Tampa team had shown no
I had the stands in a furore.
offensive punch whatsoever. It
I
In many respects the game was
had not chalked up a single first
like that in Tampa last year when
down and its six efforts at advancRollins scored in the second pering the ball had failed miserably.
iod and held the lead all the way
Jack Justice was thrown out of
despite determined onslaughts by
the Spartans which had the Rol- the game for slugging on the follins fans atingle. Saturday night lowing kick-off. Rollins was penalized half the distance to the goal
was little different.
and Tampa given the ball on RolThe Tars piled up a twenty lins' 30.
point lead and then watched it
Tampa Makes First Down
fade to a paltry two points at the
Here the Tampans finally made
finish as Tampa unleashed three
backs who drove for touchdowns their initial first down but a line
on runs of 75, 94, and 56 yards. buck failed and three passes
grounded and the Tars gained the
Daugherty Starts Drive
driver's seat again and conducted
Dependable Ollie Daugherty was operations from that point, Curry
the spearhead of Rollins attack, Brady opened up from the twenty
but this time he had plenty of with a scintillating gallop of forty
help from the other backfield men. yards, which was only the foreWith the ball on Rollins 35 yard runner of what was to come. This
line, Ollie raced 35 yards off tackle put the ball on Tampa 40.
to the Spartan's 28 before being
The Tars lost the ball temporspilled.
arily as they failed to produce the
The Tars were off, Curry Brady yard needed for the first down on
slammed center for five and Mc- the 30. Tampa was again forced
lnnis gathered another five at to punt and Rollins began a march
tackle.
Daugherty
c h a r g e d which carried 70 yards for the
through a host of players for ten
more yards and a first down on
Brady passed to Frank Daunis
the five. Then Mclnnis crossed for 23 yards on the very first play.
up the opposition and carried the Tampa was off-side and Brady
ball over on the next play. Gil- gained six at center. With the
lespie kicked the extra point.
ball on the Tampa 35 Bi'ady again
Rollins lost no time in adding unleashed a long pass, this time
to the lead as it scored again as to Snooks Mclnnis who caught
soon as it gained possesion of the the ball on the 22 and ran unball. The Tars kicked off to molested the remaining distance.
Tampa and immediately pounded Gillespie kicked goal.
through to spill the Spartan ball
Rollins opened up the second
carriers for a loss of ten yards half with another rush which
on two plays. Tampa punted. netted three first downs on power
Curry Brady made a first down plays through the line but was
on the Spartan 46 and Ollie Daugh- finally halted. Brady punted, to
erty went into action again reel- the five.
ing off 20 yards on a reverse and
Spartans Show Power
then chalking up nine more yards
From this point on Tampa took
on the same play to the nine yard over the game. The Spartan
backs ran rings around the Tars
for the remainder of the game.
Mclnnis Scores
Tampa gained fifteen yards on
Here the Tars suffered a holding penalty of 15 yards which put an exchange of punts and Cox
the ball on the 24. This did not rammed tackle, stepped into the
deter the Tars, howevei", as Brady clear, and sped 75 yards before
hit center for four and Mclnnis he was bumped from behind by
Punk Matthews on the five yard
line. The Tars stiffened for three
Typewriter Headquarters downs but on the last effort Mandula plunged over center for the
Sales and Service
Spartans' first score. Carr's kick
All Makes Used Typewriters
was wide.
Shortly after the fourth quar19 E. Pine St., Orlando
ter the Tampans uncorked as
Phone 4822
brilliant a display of razzle-dazzle

Davis Office Supply

THE SANDSPUR PICKS

Brown over Rutgers
Detroit over Duquesne
Kansas over M
Tennesseee over Kentucky
Maryland over Washington
and Lee
Mississippi ove Mississippi
State
North Carolina over VirginCornell over Pennsylvania
Texas A. & M. over Texas
Alabama over Vanderbilt
Army over Navy
Holy Cross >ver Boston College
Stanford over Columbia
Pittsburgh o ver Duke
Auburn ove Florida
Georgia-Georgia Tech (tie)
Nebraska over Kansas State
Fordham over N. Y. U.
Notre Dame over Southern
California
Michigan State over San
Francisco
Texas Christian over Southern Methodist
Rice over Baylor
Louisiana over Tulane
Av. last week .729.

as could be seen in any pro league.
Mclnnis of Rollins had just dashed
27 yards to the Tampa 20.
Tampa Moves Ball 96 Yards
Johnson faded back and tossed
a pass which Godwin, stellar Spartan end, barely had to move to
intercept. He caught the ball on
his six and carried it to the 40.
On being tackled he lateraled
to Bryan, Tampa tackle, who
moved up to the Tar 25 and then
lateraled to Ashmore who completed the distance. Carr's kick
was wide.
T h e Spartans continued to
dominate the half as O'Reilley
jumped through a big hole and
raced 56 yards for the final touchdown of a blood-surging conflict.
The Tars then managed to freeze
the ball until the time gave out
on the stubborn Tampa team.
Tars Gain 240 Yards
Rollins led in statistics, but it
was the kind of game in which
statistics meant little. The Tars
rolled up 280 yards to 240 from
scrimmage and gained 13 first
downs to eight. Out of six passes
they completed two for 68 yards.
Tampa tossed 13 and completed
three for ten yards.
"Twinkletoes" Mclnnis, who has
been playing second fiddle to galloping Ollie Daugherty, finally
came into his own Saturday night
as he scored all the Tar markers
and turned in several brilliant
Another new man broke into the
spotlight in the person of Curry
Brady, the Tars' pluhging fullback who starred in every game
last year with his bruising drives
into the line. Curry piled up 77
yards from scrimmage and got
away for a forty yard run on one
occasion.

HAVE YOU HEARD
"YOU'VE GOT SOMETHING THERE"?
Well

WE'VE GOT SOMETHING HERE—

S

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES

the
—.Shade sof Roy Reigels! The Golden Bears of California
Rose Bowl for the first time since Reigel's blunder cost the Californias
a Rose Bowl triumph over Georgia Tech in 1929. That was a tragic
error. Picking up a loose ball (before the new ruling making grounded
fumbles dead) Reigels lost his sense of direction and galloped the
wrong way toward his own goal. His fleetfooted halfpack, Benny
Lorn, raced after him and managed to turn him around a few yards
from the goal line but he was tackled almost immediately.
California attempted to punt out of danger; the kick was blocked
and another California man fell on it i nthe end zone for a safety and
two points for Tech, giving the Rambling Wreck an eight to seven;
victory.
Reigels, center and captain-elect for the next year, looked forward
for a chance to redeem, himself, but the Bears failed to get the Rose
Bowl nomination. Although Ro ytumed in some fine play his senior
year, he will always be referred to as "The man who ran the wrong
way."
Simultaneously with the Californians named for the Western choice,
the question arises as to the probable team to be chosen for the East.
The field has narrowed down to three: Pittsburgh, Fordham and Alabama. These are the three major undefeated teams and one of them
should be picked unless a dark horse is named.
Pitt and Fordham stand out at this time. Both teams have played
big-time schedules with many intersectional games and their records
are marred only by a scoreless tie with each other. Pitt has been more
impressive to date having had no close calls while Fordham had to put
out all its power to down Texas Christian. The Rams most impressive
performance was a twenty to three triumph over Purdue.
Alabama's Crimson Tide hasn't played any intersectional games and
only a big score triumph over Vanderbilt whom they may have trouble
in beating will earn them a bid. Of the three teams, Fordham is the
only one whohas never made the long cross-continental trip ad if the
Rose Bowl committee wants new blood the Rams are the choice. The
hit^h is that the radio anouncers will have some difficulty in pronouncing Babartsky, Jacunski, Principe, Woitkowski and Wojciechowicz.
The Rollin sTars dropped but one out of eight games played last
year but failed to win the "Little Entente" championship. This year
with a record of four wins to three losses Rollins can take the coveted
title by a win over Stetson.
Sidelights: Lafayette, Alfred, Marshall, Dickinson, Holy Cross,
Albright, Dartmouth and Villanova are still unbeaten . . . The first
two are untied and have completed their schedules . . . Rollins faces
Newberry tonight in Leesburg with only three days rest from the
Tampa skirmish . . . We take the Tars by three touchdowns . . . Harvard won the "Little Three" title by beating Yale but Clint Frank is
still an All American . . . Dartmouth, still unbeaten, is the "Ivy League"
title holder while Minnesota is the Big Ten champion . . . The outfits
in the Big Ten, reputed to be the strongest conference in the nation,'
have been weaker than usual this year having dropped half of their
intersectional engagements.

WOMEN
IN
SPORTS
The basketball round robin
tournament between the sororities
began Tuesday, Nov. 16th with the
Thetas playing the Gamma Phis
and the Pi Phis playing the Independents. The results showed the
Thetas defeating the Gamma Phis
40 to 22 and the Pi Phis victorious over the Independents 29 to
6.
Among the outstanding players
was Lorie Ladd, playing sidecenter for the Thetas, who seemed
to be impossible to keep up with
her pivoting, foiling her opponent.
Tubby and Skippy's teamwork was
pretty to see and Mary Acher
and Anne Whyte, playing together

for the third year, played together
very well.
Friday, Nov. 19th the Gamma
Phis defeated the Kappas by a
score of 48 to 10. Tubby and
Skippy just couldn't seem to miss
the basket. Olga Matthews, we
are sorry to say, has had her ankle badly hurt, and was forced
to leave the game. The same
afternoon the Thetas defeated the
Independents 59 to 10. In this
game Peggy Wiley also hurt her
ankle and was forced to leave the
game for a quarter. Tuesday
Nov. 23rd the Kappas played the
Pi Phis and the Gamma Phis
played the Independents.

ROLLS DEVELOPED

Any siza roll kodak Rim developed, eloht
never-fade Velax Prints for only ^ « ^
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310 E. Park Ave.
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INDEPENDENTS LOSE

LOU BETHEA SCORES

Last Tuesday the Sandspur Bowl
was the scene of a hard fought
touch battle between the Kappa
Alphas and the X Club with the
former finally pulling through
with a victory. When the dust
cleared the K. A.'s had scored six
points to the X Club's none. In
the second game of the afternoon
the Phi Delts continued on their
so far undefeated schedule by upsetting the Sigma Nus 27-0.
The K. A. seven tallied their
touchdown on a pass from Vario
to Belden. Vario's try for the
extra
point
was unsuccessful
Through the contest the X Club
showed great power in their running plays while the K. A.'s passing attack gained them the most
ground. For Kappa Alpha MacArthur and Sedell were outstanding. The X Club has Mac Cunningham and Bill Sheu to thank
for a very neat performance.
The badly defeated Sigma Nu's
started the contest with a very unfortunate forward pass interception by Kurvin on their thirty yard
line who carried the ball to the
twenty and lateraled to Clark. The
ball was then put over the line by
Victor on a reverse from Cetrulo. Victor converted the extra
point with a dropkick. At the half
the Phi Delts lead 4-0. The Sigma
Nu's threatened in the second half
when they completed two long passes that were both good for first
downs and brought them into scoring position.
George Call and
"Doc." Savage were best for Sigma Nu. Wendy Davis for his
spectacular runback of the third
kickoff was the outstanding man
for the Phil Delts.

Overcoming another obstacle in
the path of an undefeated season
the Rollins Tarlets Monday afterji unleased all their power in
overcoming a highly touted Stetson Freshman team.
Their offense marred by continuous fumbling due to the cold,
the Tarlets nevertheless were able
to score twice. While the offense
marked by an inability to hang
on to the ball, the defense displayed a viciousness which time after
time threw the opposition for loss-

Friday's first game was won by
Kappa Alpha in the last play of
the game.
"Frank Merriwell"
Vario put his educated toe into
action and collected three points
for his team as the final whistle
sounded.
The game was a nip and tuck
affair from the beginning 'till the
end. Both teams were very evenly
matched and did most of their battling in mid-field. The break of
the game came when the Kappa
Alpha's took the ball away from
Captain "Mightiest Mighty Mites
Mort". This was the break of the
game and was capitalized on by
the victorius Kappa Alpha's. Vario, for his very fine place kick
and Mort, for his excellent running were outstanding for the two

The afternoon's second thriller;
a hard fought running game on
the part of both teams, ended in a
victory for the X Club. Theta
Kappa Nu gave equal compettition
but an intercepted pass by Cunningham and a place-kick by Edmonds netted the Club seven
points to the Theta's none. The
Several tennis matches have
score came in the last half and
been played this past week and
we see that Tubby defeated Pollyanna Young and Frances Daniels
defeated Ruth Melcher. Sue Macpherson was victorious over Daphne Banks and Mimi Graves over
Ann Earle.

A special mailing service with a no-profit stamp department.

By the way, we operate the finest soda fountain in town featuring

Continue Undefeated Pace; Jones, Hardman Lead Tarlets
In 14-0 Victory
K.A/s Overcome X Club

By BILL BINGHAM

(COIN)
Malting Envelopes for Fllma Furnished

A check cashing department.

DELFS IRiP HATIER "B" LOSES
SIGMA i TEAM TO TAR FRESHMEN

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

The first period found Rollins
capitulating on a 67 yard drive to
score, Jones lugging the pigskin
over the final lap from the 1 yard
stripe. Brankert's kick accounted
for the extra point.
The second period was marked
by Rollins fumbling the ball whenever within scoring position and
with Stetson kicking out of danger
after futile attempts to gain
ground.
Going into the third period
things looked rosey again when
Hardman, after receiving a pass
from Jones, raced 30 yards for a
touchdown. The toucdown however
did not count because both sides
were off-side.
After what appeared to be a
hopeless drive in the fourth period,
Bethea suddenly slipped over the
left side on a beautiful reverse
to dodge 29 yards for the final
touchdown of the game. Again
Brankert kicked the extra point.
Although statistics show that
the Tarlets were only two touchdowns better than Stetson, in reality the Rollins team was far superior. Only their fumbles in the
cruical moments prevented them
from running up a score which
would have been in the neighborhood of 30 or over.
On the line, the Rollins defense
continuously penetrated the Stetson backfield thus preventing such
fast backs as Smith and Walkep
from breaking loose.
Honors were shared evenly
among the Rollins backs. Hardman's ability to pick out the right
play in the right moment and his
running were decided factors in
the victory. Bethea's running and
blocking proved to be a turning
poin in the game. Brankert's fine
kicking and hard blocking was unequalled, while Jones' plunging
and passing made him a constant
threat to Stetson.
was the only score of the game.
Mink Whitelaw and Cunningham
played good ball for the club while
Barr and Cramm were tops for
the Theta's.
Your laugh was very pretty,
Your diction so divine,
So how the hell was I to know
You looked like Gertrude Stein.

Lines
We Feature
MICKEY-FREEMAN
and TIMLEY
Clothes
MANHATTAN
Shirts, Pajamas,
Underwear
KNOX HATS
PHOENIX HOSIERY
A complete line
of SPORTSWEAR

Clarence
Brown
San Juan BIdg.
ORLANDO,

FLORIDA
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S A N D S P U R

PHI BETA GIVES
ISOCIALUICULIGHTS
Inquiring Reporter INFORiL ?m Alumnae Honored At German Club Meets Catherine Bailey
ON AND OFF
THE

Six P a t r o n s A r e I n d u c t e d Bi
The Fraternity

O patient waiters, What do you think of people that come
late to Beanery?
Don Cetrulo: Just as the tardy student interrupts the progress of the class room, "the late commer" inters with the
course of dinner. The waiters do not object to spasmodic
tardiness but when students continually are late it is terribly
inconvenient for all of us.
Fentress Gardner: Why what a question! Phi Delt never
comes in late. Well, that is none except Bob Kurbin, and you
know one just can't help loving him.
Jack Makemson: Do you mean me—or other people? show
us no consideration! that is, unless we have a good excuse—
and haven't we all?
Curry Brady: Just plain uuugghhh!
Jack Harris suggests that Snooks McGuinness give his most
vociferous ideas on Ted Pittman slowly walking toward Beanery fifteen minutes late each morning.

Engag^ement Of Miss
Bartholomew To Mr.
Patterson Announced
The engagement of Miss Gwendolyn Bartholomew, 33, of Winter Park, to Mr. Terry Barnard
Patterson of Orlando was announced Sunday, November 21.
Miss Bartholomew is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank K.
Bartholomew, of Winter Park.
Miss Bartholomew attended Upper Iowa University and Rollins
and at Rollins was a member of
Pi Beta Phi sorority.
The wedding will take place in
December.

DR.

Beginning Friday, November 26, Organ Vesp rs will
be held on Fridays, instead
of Thursdays, at 5:15 P. M.
in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel.

Miss Langston And
William Mosteller
To Be Married Soon

Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Langston of Orlando, announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Denzil, to Mr. William Mosteller
'34, of Orlando, Sunday, November 21.
The wedding will take place
Deember 28.
Mr. Mosteller was graduated
from the Rollins Conservatory of
Music and his baritone voice has
won him distinction in Central
The series of after dinner coffees Florida musical circles. He is asgiven every Tuesday night by Pi sociated in business with his
Beta Phi for other sororities has father in Orlando.
already included Kappa Alpha Theto, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and
Gamma Phi Beta.
Tuesday night Chi Omega, Alpha
Phi, and Phi Mu were entertained
at Mayflower Hall. Mary Dudley,
A meeting of the French Club
the chapter president, poured and
was held Wednesday evening,
coffee and mints were served.
Nov. 17, at 7:30 P. M. at the
home of Madame Bowman. Election of officers was held and the
WARNING
club was fully organized. The
IT IS MOST IMPORTofficers, are: President, Jerry
ANT THAT EVERY STUSmith, vice-president, Doris Hesser
DENT ROOM BE LOCKED
and, treasurer,
Paul Travers.
WHEN UNOCCUPIED.
Plans were discussed for the donaAN UNLOCKED DOOR
tion of a French flag to the chapel.
IS AN INVITATION TO
The meeting was carried on enTHE THIEF. THE COI^
tirely in French.
LEGE CANNOT BE REThe French Club meets twice a
SPONSIBLE F O R LOSS
month and all students of French
BY THEFT!
are urged to come.
LOCK YOUR DOORS

Pi Phis Entertain
Other Sororities

French Club Meets
Wednesday Last To
Elect New Officers

HOLT

PLAYS

PIANO

Gamma Phi Beta Tea
At House On Friday

Last Friday the Gamma Phi tea
was in honor of the alumnae who
are living in Winter Park and Orlando. The alumnae held a brief
meeting before tea.
The alumnae who were present
were: Mrs. A. E. Dick, Miss Ethel
Enyart, Mrs. T. R. Robinson, Miss
Florence Jones, Mrs. Clark Jennings, Miss Nancy Brown, Miss
Marjorie Fender, Miss Jewel Lewter, Mrs. M. M. Smith, Miss Arxoie
Hagopian, and Miss Helen Moore.
The other guests included; Miss
Nutte, Mrs. J. M. Cook, Mrs. Kir•y P. Smith, The Misses Betty
:larke, Sara Davis, Sally Tyler,
Babe" Smith, Betty Reser, Jane
Richards, Ellen Mac Elroy, CaroSandlin, Mary Louise Budreau,
Marilyn Machemer, Betty MacheGracia Tuttle, Polly Young,
ih Smith, Priscilla Smith,
Lennie Fischman, Audrey Flower.
The Messieurs: Tommy Costello,
Paul Twatchman, Johnnie Turner,
Max Harrington, Jack Hagenbuch,
Bill Twitchell, Pete Stryker, Bob
Van Beynum.
The committee was composed of
Misses M'Lou Hofft, Jean Densmore, Marilyn Tulbs and Ruth
Hill. All the other actives and
pledges were present and joined in
to help everyone enjoy himself.

On Sunday evening, Phi Beta,
music and drama fraternity for
women, entertained its patrons,
patronesses, and dates at a supper
party held in Pugsley Hall.
Before the supper six patrons,
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Bloch,
Mr. Richard Barron, Mrs. B. F.
Coleman, and Professor and Mrs.
Willard Wattles, were inducted by
the fraternity.
Supper was served buffet style
at 7:00 o'clock. Pugsley was decorated with flowers of violet and
gold, the colors of the fraternity.
After supper there was a short
program as follows: "Chorale"Bach-Phillip by Eleanor Giessen,
pianist; two readings by Peggy
Bashford; "Prelude"—Chopin by
Charles Lancaster, pianist. Ruth
Elizabeth Melcher spoke for a few
minutes on the national fraternity and Theta chapter, and what it
is striving to do on the Rollins
campus. The evening closed with
Dr. Holt playing and every one
singing favorite songs. Aroxie
Hagopian sang one of Dr. Holt's
own compositions. Dr. Holt accompanying her.
The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Alexander Block, Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce, Dougherty, Professor and
Mrs. Willard Wattles, Mr. RichINITIATION
ard Barron, Mrs. B. F. Coleman,
The X Club announces the iniMr. and Mrs. John Rae, Mrs.
Georgia Enright, Miss Gretchen tiation of George Collins, Tulsa,
Colin
Cunningham,
Cox, Dean Sprague, Mr. Christo- Oklahoma;
pher Honaas, Mr. Herman Siewert, Brookline, Massachusetts; William
Mrs. E. B. Cass, Miss Mary Leo- Daughtery, Wildwood, Florida;
nard, Miss Helen Moore, Dr. Holt, Matthew Ely, Jr., Pelham Manor,
Dr. and Mrs. Rhea M. Smith, Mr. New York; William Schultz, Orand Mrs. Donald Allen, Miss lando, Florida; and Oliver WittAroxie Hagopian, Mr. William mer, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Denney, Dr. J. B. Thomas, Mrs. Monday night, November 22.
Scollard, Miss Clara Butler, Mrs.
M. M. Smith, Professor Herman bers of Theta chatper and the
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Harve Clem- pledges: Ruth Elizabeth Melcher,
ens, Bill Barr, Charles Lancaster, Mary Acher, Peggy Bashford,
Joe Wilson, Dick Jones, George Cathie Bailey, Alice -Elliott, Olga
Clarke, Mink Whitlaw and Robert Matthews, Eleanor Giessen, EsLado.
tella Mae Bowles, and Patricia
Hostesses were the active mem- Guppy.

At Dr. Feuerstein's New Vice-President
As Council Meets

A meeting of the
was held at the horn, of Dr. Feu
16,
stein Tuesday even mg. No
short business
ting was held, this was followby a short talk about the
)ols for feeble-minded, wayd girls given by Dr. Feuerti. Refreshments were served
and the remainder of the evening
was spent in singing German
songs.

Chapel Staff Have
Social Evening And
Informal Meeting
At the last regular meeting of
the Chapel Staff, four new members, consisting of two freshmen
anad two upper-classmen, were
elected. These new members are
Betty de Giers, Richard Rhodda,
Eleanor Gwinn, and Thomas PhilThursday night the Staff met
at Dean Campbell's house for an
informal meeting and a sc
evening. After a discussion of the
plans for the year, cider and doughnuts were served.

Sigma Nus Hold
Informal Party
Tuesday Evening

the Student
At the meeting
Council Thursday, : vembor 18th,
vere dii cussed. The
thn
first was the election of a new
vice-president to replace Durl Rodgers who did not return this year.
Catherine Bailey was elected vicepresident of the Student Council.
Then plans were made for the
welcome of Tampa students. Libra and 0. D. K. were to serve as
a welcome committee. A representative from each fraternal organization was to be sent to drive
a car in the welcoming parade.
Each representative was to choose
a pledge to help decorat eautomobiles under the direction of Dudley Darling, Freshman President.
The last business was a plan,
awn up independent of the council by four members of the coun1 for the council's consideration.
he plan concerned changes and
iiprovements in the campus student government.
A discussion
followed and it was agreed that
e four serve as a committee to
perfect the plan. The meeting
lasted over two hours.

International Club
To Hold Meeting In
Theta Lodge Friday

CAMPUS
Bliz Blunden spent Sunday ij
Leesburg with George Miller,
.
Anne Miller and Daphne Btnlq I
spent the weekend at their homei
in Eustis.
Ann Earle was the guest of
Lilah Nelson in Leesburg SatuN
day and Sunday.
Estella Mae Bowles spent Saturday and Sunday in Gainsville.
Eleanor Ham went to TalUhassee Friday and visited friendj
over the weekend.
Alyce Bashford went to her
me in Miami Beach Friday to
spend the weekend with her
family.
Charlene Jamin was the guest
of Bettie Short in Clearmont Frj.
day night and Saturday.

Miss Packham Gives
Psychological Test
To New Students
A Psychological Examination
was given by Miss Packham Tuesday in Lyman Hall. The test was
given to all freshman and transfer students, the results of which
will be kept secret.
This same test will be given
to about 350 other colleges. In
this test, the Freshmen of Rollins
have always averaged far above
the national norm. Last year
Miss Packham made a comparison finding that those who made
high averages in the test made
higher scholastic records.
The secrecy of the tests holds
only for the testees. The results
will be kept on file in the office
for the use of the faculty as one
means of computing the student's
aptitude for college work.

The third meeting of the International Relations Club is to be
held this Friday evening, November 26th, in the Kappa Alpha
The Sigma Nus entertained their Theta lodge.
The speakers are to be Doris
Alumni and wives, from Orlando,
at an informal party held Tues- Hesser, of Vienna, Austria, who
day evening, November 23, at the will discuss and answer questions
concerning the Youth Movement,
Chapter House.
In addition to dancing, bridge, and Alena Heidlerov, of Czechoand ping-pong, Fleet Peeples, fac- slovakia, who will discuss the curulty adviser, and Bud Draper enter- rent problem of foreign minorities
her country. Both speakers
tained the gathering by showing
enrolled students at Rollins
ies of campus life and Kid
Day. Bud Draper's picture of Kid this year.
PLEDGING
Day was taken this year, while
This meeting, which all members 1
that of Fleet Peeples* was of four of the Club are urged to attend,
Pi Beta Phi sorority announces
years ago.
11 begin promptly at 7:30 P. M. the pledging of Leonore Fischman,
For refreshments, punch and. Jack Rich, president of the Club, of Cynwood, Pennsylvania, on Fricookies were served.
i will act as Chairman.
day, November 19.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
Advice to girls:
Don't go out with:
Track men—they're too fast.
Football men—they'll
tackle
anything.
Swimmers—they're all wet.
Tennis players—they're like all
good rackets, and play too many
love games.
Baseball players—they hit and

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in
three and one-quarter years) or
three terms may be taken each
year (graduation in four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade
A medical schools. Catalogues and
Band players—they play their application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.
horns too often.
Basketball players—they're always taking timeouts and getting
"out of bounds."
Dramatic students—they're too
Maitland, Florida
showy.
—The Woodin Horse.

J N o t i c e the pure white cigarette p a p e r , . . notice how every
Chesterfield is like every other
Chesterfield—the same size and
every one round, firm and wellfilled.

FLORIDA GRILL

•

Thanksgiving
Dinner 31.00

Andy's Garage
Church Street
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX

The Finest
Christmas Gift

Notice when you smoke one how
Chesterfields are milder and how
different they taste. That's due to
the careful way Chesterfield tobaccos are aged and blended.

MENU
Fresh Fruit Cup Supreme
Iced Celery
Rose Radishes
Chicken South with Rice
Roast Stuffed Tom Turliey
Candied Sweet Potatoes
Garden Peas
Cranberry Aspic
Salad
Choice of: Apple or Mince Pie
Chocolate or Vanilla Ice Cream
Coffee
Tea
or
Milk

Mild ripe tobaccos
and pure cigarette paper
. . thafs why they're MILDER
why they TASTE BETTER

a
HAMILTON

A Few Unusual
Items

or
ELGIN

WATCH

W h i c h W c C a r r y in Stock
Ruled or

M a k e y o u r selection now.
A flmall deposit will hold
a n y i t e m 'till C h r i s l m a s

GROVER MORGAN
I'llONK 402
(>>l(>nial Store

unruled

fillers

for

7

Chesterfield

ring notebooks.
Steel Htronjif boxes for money or
personal papers.
Inks in len different colors.
Stamp albums, packeli:, hinices,
tongs, detectors, kodapak.
Gavels, paper flag pins, music
writing paper and pens.

.. f/iei/'l/give i/ou

O'NEAL-BRANCH
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MORE PLEASURE
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